BOSMAN FAMILY VINEYARDS
TWYFELING CINSAUT 2016

“The renaissance of Cinsaut is apon us. I would be quite proud if we could reclaim it as a South African viticulture
heritage and I hope this wine will help pave the way.”
- Corlea Fourie, Winemaker
Previous generations farmed Cinsaut with pleasure. Usually in bush vine form, these vines were not
so susceptible to wind damage and crops were good. Cinsaut then became obscure, new varieties such
as Cabernet Sauvignon and Shiraz became more common in South Africa (varieties that had made
France and Australia famous). Modern winemaking also introduced oak which didn’t do much for
Cinsaut. It was not being recognized as a classical variety and was therefore demoted to use in blends.
The red workhorse of the South African wine industry stayed mostly anonymous up until recent history.
That leads to the question “Why now?” For some time now, people have been tracing viticulture roots
back to a simpler era. Technology certainly helps us make better viticultural decisions, but there must
have been a reason why Cinsaut was so widely and successfully planted.
Our customers, and speciﬁcally those who taste with their food-geared palates, minds and philosophical
hearts, are also longing for new interesting wines with character, texture, fruit, savoury notes and of
which you can have more than just one glass.
Cinsaut was one of the cornerstone varieties in the Bovlei valley in the previous century. This wine is a
toast to rediscovering the beauty in what the old farmers deemed to be ﬁt for the valley we call home.

ORIGIN
Wellington, South Africa

VARIETAL
Cinsaut 100%

WINEMAKER
Corlea Fourie and Natasha Williams

TECHNICAL
Alc 14.0%, R/Sugar 3.5g/l, TA 6.7g/l, pH 3.4

WINEMAKING
This is our humble (and modern) take on what a
Wellington bush vine Cinsaut might look like. Sorted,
de-stemmed, slightly crushed grapes fermented at lower
temperatures (24-26°) and matured in 225l second and
third ﬁll French oak barrels. Roughly ﬁltered on the
bottling line.

VINEYARDS
Bush vine vineyard called “HermitageKop” on Twyfeling,
Bovlei valley. Planted in 2003 this is a Cinsaut heritage
site on the farm as the previous Cinsaut planting here
was in 1964.

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
Biodiversity conservationism (BWI), solar panels, minimal
pesticide use (IPW). Vegan.
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Fair Trade accredited, employee empowerment. In 2008
the family provided their workers with a 26% share of the
business and land.
PRODUCTION
575 cases of 12

NOSE
Fresh red berries, prunes and hints of ripe strawberry.
Spice, tobacco and notes of scrub.
FOOD
Pair with antipasti platters with cure meat and sausages,
with pastas and grilled meat. A medium bodied wine,
concentrated with ﬂavour and with many epicurean
possibilities.
AGEING
A wine to be enjoyed 2 to 15 years after the year of vintage.
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